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Smashburger recipe with onions

Take your grill and make this smash burger just outside your grill. Easy to learn how to make Smash Burger, just follow this restaurant method to get the flavor and texture of this classic fast food. If you're craving a delicious fast food style burger, welcome! We also smash this hamburger at our Mak Two-Star General Grill by adding a slightly smoky element.
Here you can check our pellet grill round and why MAK is our favorite pellet grill. Smash burger is full of flavor. When we think of the smash burger, with a flat top grilled burger, it evokes classic restaurant memories. The smell of oil and potatoes in the air and a scattered dish at the end of the meal. Oh, yes, please! If you are new to smash burger movement,
it's all about duplicating this diner or classic fast food burger experience with the technique below at home. And then there is no better way to do this using a good grilled appasery on the home grill. In our case we use MAK Grill with grilled accessories sets on direct heat making for the ultimate smash burger. What is Smash Burger? Technically shot burger
minced meat when pressed over high heat on a thin grill. The pressing flattens and speed up the cooking process. Once turned, the cheese burger is placed, the burger is then covered to melt the melted burger steam and cheese. It is then served on a ball with your favorite toings. The origin of the smash burger seems to depend on Kentucky. But you can
see this style of burgers all over the US. Regardless of the restaurant chain, the method is very similar. So what makes the perfect burger? First it starts with quality meat. It is important to buy large minced meat and especially 80/20 (lean/fat) minced meat. Having the right fat ratio helps maintain juicy flavor when cooking. Yes you can use lean meat, but to
get classic juicy flavor, 80/20 is our recommendation. Smash or not for smash or smash while grilling a burger, hear many NOT to press on the burger while it grills! This is fair if you are making a thick burger directly over the heat and looking for a more medium-rare to finish in the middle. By pressing on the burger causes the oil to fall into the heat source, to
burn flames and potential meat. But for this smash burger recipe, grill it on a flat grill and don't run into it about it. And this is really to replicate the common experience of this restaurant or fast food burger. Delicious burgers definitely have room in the world for both styles! Tools As we make this MAK Two Star General Grill, it is important to grill the smash
burger, have a grill, plancha, or cast iron pan (i.e. something flat with no grill). On the grills the burger smashing burger will destroy and all this delicious oily water will just fall deep into the grill. Smoky flavor will also still penetrate with meat at a cooking time so I prefer to use a grill instead of just cooking a flat top or off. The grille accessory on our MAK Two-
Star is perfect for smashing. You also need a shredding tool. The original smash burger beans were shattered with great conviction. So don't worry about buying a private vehicle or anything fancy for it. But if you don't have a good metal spatula, you might be worth an investment. And it is useful to take no holes or one with small holes. You can stick to
spatula holes, burger meat like in this photo. Finally grab a tool to cover the meat after being flipped over and resting on top of the cheese. This steam burger will finish and help melt the cheese quickly. We use a small pan lid seen below. Just make sure you can wash down the high heat so it doesn't shatter when you use it. This pan lid heats up. Make sure
a pot holder is useful. Before making hamburgers on the preparation grill, prepare the onion caramelised and fresh ingredients. Caramelised onions (when done well) can take up to 40-45 minutes to get the right texture. Start by caramelising the onions while preheated your grill and prepare the burgers. We love red onions for this dish and gradually
caramelised with a mixture of butter and oil in a cast iron pan. How to make a Smash Burger Homemade smash burger easy and quick once grilled hot. But there are two critical techniques that make them the perfect burger after the grilling begins. Shoot once and get straight and flip burgers only once. Prepare the grid: Target grid 400 degrees Fahrenheit.
And make sure the grill (or pan) is directly over the heat. This ensures that the browning occurs. We found it to be 450 degrees and higher, then the browning actually burned before the burger was finished. Prepare the burger: We want to use 1/4 pound of meat per burger and it crashes down a good fit for the standard bun. After rolling 1/4 kilo of veal, we
leave some spices on top of the meat. Smashing - When you place the burger on the first grill, place the decent side down on the grill and then season on the other side. Then smash using the powerful spatula, it can be, or a pressing tool, we love spices, so we also leave a little more there. When the burger's cooking, it's going to shrink. It takes about 6-8
minutes for this to happen. Flip - as the sides show signs of turning brown, or when you see peeping and browning under the burger, it's time to turn. Remember, just do it. If you've smashed it thin enough, there's no need to smash it again. Then add the cheese on top and cover with the coating tool. This steam will finish the beef and melt the cheese quickly.
After 2 minutes, the burger is most likely made and the cheese is melted. Remove the burger and get ready to add toings. When taking the burger temperature, you can use a thermometer such as Thermoworks MK4 Thermapen. Ideal for at least 160 degree fahrenheit targeting minced meat. even if cooked, the oil is still a great juicy burger why we love
80/20 beef. Building burgers for us is a simple set of ingredients. Brioche or Sesame bunSpecial Sauce - in our case a mixture of mayonnaise, ketchup and horseradish pickles - This added acididity and bite are excellentLettuce - Butter lettuce is our go, or leafy lettuce like red or green Tomato Slices - Fresh is betterCaramelized Onion - we just like the sweet
flavor that brings this. You can change it. Like adding chilli pickles, crispy bacon or their own special sauce. This is also fantastic as a slider for game day or summer cookouts! Grilled Shot Burger Recipe Caramelised Onion: Add butter and olive oil in a large cast iron pan over medium-low heat. When the butter melts add the onions and stir gently. Continue
to stir for 30-40 minutes or until the red onion is reduced and the color turned brown. Set the heat as needed. Preheating Grill: Prepare the grill directly for grilling, with grill directly on the heat, aiming at 400 degrees Fahrenheit. Prepare the beef 1/4 pound balls. Season one side with dry rubbing. Make sure they reserve half a rub for after grilling. Add the
grilled olive oil. After 1 minute eat the experienced side of beef on the grill and smash burgers with a spatula. Then add the remaining spices on top of the hamburger. Close the grid. After 6-8 minutes, open the grill and check for browning. Once you see this, flip the burger, add the cheese slice and cover the burger with the coating tool. Close the grill lid and
continue cooking for another 2 minutes. After 2 minutes, hamburgers should be at least 160 degrees F with cheeseer. Remove the burgers from the grill. Burger mounted: add burgers to the ball and add your favorite toings. We recommend lettuce, pickles, tomatoes, special sauce and caramelised onions from above. In a small bowl combine and mix all the
ingredients. Set it for taste. Use as a dip for spoon sauce and fries on the burger. Think more flavors with Blend. Add the preco cooked crimini mushrooms 8 ounces (yes, we weigh with a scale!) for 1 pound of beef. After finely chopping the clone mushrooms, we sautuffed for 10 minutes with olive oil and a little salt. After they browned, we added our minced
meat and followed the rest of the recipe. We liked the flavor of some fried mushrooms. Do you want to cut to speed up the chopping process? Use a food processor. Take your pulse until it's back to minced meat. @vindulge or use #vindulge hashtag! More Awesome Burger Recipes This post may contain linked links. This means that if you click on the link,
you can get a small commission if you buy it over the link. We know and help you to continue your partnership and blog with brands that love and use! Oklahoma Fried Onion Smashburger is a national treasure. This is the interesting history behind the onion burger and how to do it. Your support will keep the show running and Very much appreciated. If you
would like to leave a donation for this recipe, please click HERE. Thanks! You, you!
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